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Introduction: the context
´ Supersymmetric particles continue to be searched at the LHC 

´ At e-p, centre of mass energies are too low for strongly produced sparticles which 
remain domain of hadron colliders 
´ Indirect ep impact: predictions of strong production cross sections at high mass, currently 

presenting 50-100% uncertainties due to PDF, can be improved 

´ EWK SUSY remains challenging at hh colliders, especially in compressed scenarios 
(and c.o.m. energy of FCC-ee is limited to m(sparticle) ~ 180 GeV) 
´ Studies at HL-LHC and FCC-hh make very successful use of ISR-jets and soft leptons or 

disappearing-track analyses techniques  
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Fig. 2.2.9: Upper limit on the production cross-section of pair produced e�±
2 e�0

4 decaying into a final state with two
same charge W boson with a BR of 25% for two assumptions on the e�0

1 mass.
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Fig. 2.2.10: Example Feynman diagrams for e�±
1 e�0

2 (left) and e�0

2e�0

1 (right) s-channel pair production, followed by
the leptonic decay of the e�0

2.

mass eigenstates, which is determined by the specific values of M1 and M2. Investigating either of these
scenarios, with very small mass splitting between the lightest electroweakinos, is particularly challenging
at hadron colliders, both due to the small cross-sections and the small transverse momenta of the final
state particles. As of writing the ATLAS and CMS collaborations have searched for higgsinos in up to
36 fb�1 of proton-proton collision data [96, 98] and just started probing the parameter space beyond the
LEP experiments’ limits [99,100]. By providing 3 ab�1of proton-proton collision data at a c.o.m. energy
of 14 TeV, the HL-LHC has the potential to significantly extend the sensitivity to higgsinos and thus to
natural SUSY. This is depicted also in Section 2.4.2 of this report.

The model used for the development of the searches for higgsino-like e�±
i and e�0

j by ATLAS and
CMS is a SUSY simplified model where the higgsino-like e�±

1 and e�0
2 are assumed to be quasi mass-

degenerate and produced in pairs. The model contains both the e�±
1 e�0

2 and the e�0
2e�0

1 production, where
e�±

1 decays into W⇤e�0
1 and e�0

2 into Z⇤e�0
1, respectively, with a branching fraction of 100% (Fig. 2.2.10).

Both ATLAS and CMS analyses presented in the following exploit the presence of charged leptons
with low transverse momenta arising from the off-shell W and Z bosons in the �̃±

1 ! W ⇤�̃0
1 and

�̃0
2 ! Z⇤�̃0

1 decays, and large missing transverse momentum due to the presence of an ISR jet.

2.2.5.1 Higgsino search prospects at HL- and HE-LHC at CMS

Contributors: A. Canepa, J. Hogan, S. Kulkarni, B. Schneider, CMS

The results presented here are from Ref. [101] from the CMS Collaboration. If the e�±
1 , e�0

2, and
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Fig. 4.1.1: Diagram depicting �̃±
1 �̃0

1 production (left), and schematic illustration of a pp ! �̃±
1 �̃0

1 + jet event in
the HL-LHC ATLAS detector, with a long-lived chargino (right). Particles produced in pile-up pp interactions are
not shown. The �̃±

1 decays into a low-momentum pion and a �̃0

1 after leaving hits in the pixel layers.

to the afore-mentioned study on disappearing tracks, complementary studies on LLPs e.g. from higgs
decays have been performed in the context of a future e�p collider, resulting in good sensitivity for a
wide range in c⌧ and mass [330].

4.1 Disappearing Tracks
A disappearing track occurs when the decay products of a charged particle, like a supersymmetric
chargino, are not detected (disappear) because they either interact only weakly or have soft momenta
and hence are not reconstructed. In the following, prospect studies for HL-, HE- and new proposed e�p
collider are presented, illustrating the potential of this signature as well as its experimental challenges.

4.1.1 Prospects for disappearing track analysis at HL-LHC
Contributors: S. Amoroso, J. K. Anders, F. Meloni, C. Merlassino, B. Petersen, J. A. Sabater Iglesias, M. Saito, R.
Sawada, P. Tornambe, M. Weber, ATLAS

The disappearing track search [102] investigates scenarios where the �̃±
1 , and �̃0

1 are almost mass
degenerate, leading to a long lifetime for the �̃±

1 which decays after the first few layers of the inner
detector, leaving a track in the innermost layers of the detector. The chargino decays as �̃±

1 ! ⇡±�̃0
1.

The �̃0
1 escapes the detector and the pion has a very low energy and is not reconstructed, leading to the

disappearing track signature. Diagram and schematic illustration of production and decay process are
shown in in Fig. 4.1.1. The main signature of the search is a short “tracklet” which is reconstructed in the
inner layers of the detector and subsequently disappears. The tracklet reconstruction efficiency for signal
charginos is estimated using fully simulated samples of �̃±

1 pair production with m(�̃±
1 ) = 600 GeV.

Tracklet reconstruction is performed in two stages. Firstly “standard” tracks, hereafter referred to as
tracks are reconstructed. Afterwards the track reconstruction is then rerun with looser criteria, requiring
at least four pixel-detector hits. This second reconstruction uses only input hits which are not associated
with tracks, referred to as “tracklets”. The tracklets are then extrapolated to the strip detectors, and any
compatible hits are assigned to the tracklet candidate. Tracklets are required to have pT > 5 GeVand
|⌘| < 2.2. Candidate leptons, which are used only to veto events, are selected with pT > 20 GeV and
|⌘| < 2.47 (2.7) for electrons (muons).

The signal region (SR) optimisation is performed by scanning a set of variables which are ex-
pected to provide discrimination between the signal scenario under consideration and the expected SM
background processes. The final state contains zero leptons, large Emiss

T and at least one tracklet, and
events are reweighted by the expected efficiencies of tracklet reconstruction. The small mass splitting
between the �̃±

1 and �̃0
1 implies they are generally produced back to back with similar transverse mo-

mentum. Hence it is necessary to select events where the system is boosted by the recoil of at least one
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Introduction: the context
´ Supersymmetric particles continue to be searched at the LHC 

´ At e-p, centre of mass energies are too low for strongly produced sparticles which 
remain domain of hadron colliders 
´ Indirect ep impact: predictions of strong production cross sections at high mass, currently 

presenting 50-100% uncertainties due to PDF, can be improved 

´ EWK SUSY remains challenging at hh colliders, especially in compressed scenarios 
(and c.o.m. energy of FCC-ee is limited to m(sparticle) ~ 180 GeV) 

HL-LHC ISR-jets and soft leptons HL/HE-LHC/FCC-hh disappearing-track analyses 
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0
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2) mass plane, at 95% C.L. from
the dilepton analysis with 3 ab�1of 14 TeV, proton-proton collision data in the context of a pure Higgsino LSP
with ±1� (yellow band) from the associated systematic uncertainties. The blue curve presents the 5� discovery
potential of the search. The purple contour is the observed exclusion limit from the Run-2 analysis. The figure also
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2)).

they forbid any R-parity violating operators thanks to the gauged B �L symmetry. To naturally describe
the small magnitude of the neutrino masses and preserve R-parity, the model superfield content includes
both SU(2)L and SU(2)R triplets of Higgs supermultiplets. The neutral component of the SU(2)R
Higgs scalar field then acquires a large vacuum expectation value vR, which breaks the LR symmetry and
makes the SU(2)R gauge sector heavy. In order to prevent the tree-level vacuum from being a charge-
breaking one, we can either rely on spontaneous R-parity violation [105], one-loop corrections [106],
higher-dimensional operators [107] or additional B �L = 0 triplets [108]. Whereas the first two options
restrict vR to be of at most about 10 TeV, the latter ones enforce vR to lie above 1010 GeV. In this work,
we rely on radiative corrections to stabilise the vacuum, so that the lightest supersymmetric particle
(LSP) is stable and can act as a dark matter candidate.

Two viable LSP options emerge from LRSUSY, neutralinos and right sneutrinos. Out of the 12
neutralinos, gauginos and LR bidoublet, higgsinos can generally be lighter than 1 TeV. The correct relic
density can be accommodated with dominantly-bino LSPs with a mass close to mh/2 [109], whilst in
the bidoublet higgsinos case (featuring four neutralinos and two charginos that are nearly-degenerate),
co-annihilations play a crucial role and impose higgsino masses close to 700 GeV. In this setup, the rest
of the spectrum is always heavier, so that SUSY could be challenging to discover. Right sneutrino LSP
annihilate via the exchange of an s-channel Higgs boson through gauge interactions stemming from the
D-terms [109]. Without options for co-annihilating, the LSP sneutrino mass must lie between 250 and
300 GeV. However, potential co-annihilations with neutralinos enhance the effective annihilation cross
section so that the relic density constraints can be satisfied with heavier sneutrinos. The fully degenerate
sneutrinos and higgsinos case impose an upper limit on the sneutrino mass of 700 GeV. Additionally,
right neutrinos can also be part of the dark sector, together with the LSP [110].

Direct detection constraints imposed by the XENON1T [111] and PANDA [112] collaborations
put light DM scenarios under severe scrutiny. Hence, in LRSUSY, in order to account for the relic
density and direct detection constraints simultaneously, we need to focus on various co-annihilation
options. In this work, we consider one right sneutrino and one higgsino LSP scenario and highlight
the corresponding implications for WR searches at the LHC. A robust signal of left-right symmetry
consists in the discovery of a right gauge boson WR, possibly together with a right neutrino NR. Both

38
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E-p EWK SUSY: two studies  

´ There could remain uncovered regions of the SUSY parameter space after HL-LHC 
and, depending on the mass hierarchy in the EWK sector, FCC-eh might offer 
complementary sensitivity to that of FCC-hh.

´ Two sets of studies: 

´ prompt production of chargino/neutralino with/without sleptons

´https://arxiv.org/pdf/1912.03823

´ Non-prompt production of chargino/neutralino à long-lived particles 

´https://arxiv.org/abs/1712.07135

16/1/20Monica D'Onofrio, FCC workshop 4

New
[K. Wang, S. Iwamoto, G. Azuelos, MD]

[O. Fischer, D. Curtin, K. Deshpande, J. Zurita]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1912.03823
https://arxiv.org/abs/1712.07135


Prompt SUSY EWK production
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[SUS-17-004]: 

´ Target two kind of EWK mass spectra: 

Slepton mass

Chargino ~ Neutralino1 masses
Mass difference ~ 1-2 GeV 

Large
gap

~35 GeV

”Classic” compressed spectrum 
à “decoupled-slepton scenario” “compressed-slepton scenario”

Benchmark
slepton mass+

(Note: as sleptons are 
heavier than charginos
and neutralinos, they do
not play a role in the pp
cross sections)

VBF production

Slepton (selectron) mass



Prompt SUSY EWK production
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´ Target two kind of EWK mass spectra: 

Slepton mass

Chargino ~ Neutralino1 masses
Mass difference ~ 1-2 GeV 

Large
gap

Slepton (selectron) mass

~35 GeV

”Classic” compressed spectrum 
à “decoupled-slepton scenario” “compressed-slepton scenario”

Higher order corrections
might be as high as 20% 
as for pp collisions – not 
taken into account 
(conservative!)

+

VBF production



Compressed slepton scenarios: the analysis 
´ Final state: 1 e- + 1 j + MET

´ Analysis at detector-level using a simple Boost Decision Tree.

´ Backgrounds: all processes with one or two neutrinos (to also take into account 
mis-identified leptons):                          ,  

´ Pre-selections:
´ At least one jet with pT > 20 GeV, |η| ≤ 6.0; 

´ Exactly one electron with pT > 10 GeV, −5.0 < η < 5.2; 

´ No b-jet with pT > 20 GeV; 

´ No muon or tau with pT > 10 GeV; 

´ Missing transverse momentum Emiss
T > 50 GeV

´ Use BDT with simple kinematic variables 

and angular correlations as input

16/1/20Monica D'Onofrio, FCC workshop 7



Compressed slepton scenarios: results
´ Evaluate significance with statistical and systematic uncertainties

´ Of course, systematic uncertainties play

a crucial role, as in monojet searches at pp
à Here we consider 0-5% 

à Projections for HL-LHC consider 1-3% 

16/1/20Monica D'Onofrio, FCC workshop 8

Exclusion
discovery



Dependence on slepton mass and polarization 
´ dependence on mass difference between 

sleptons and EWKinos due to kinematic 
selections on lepton pT

16/1/20Monica D'Onofrio, FCC workshop 9

´ Polarized beams: increase (decrease) the signal cross section by ~ 80% for P(e-) = - 80% (+80%)  

´ SM Background x-sections change by a maximum of 50-60% à for negative polarization of the electron beam, 
the net effect is to increase the sensitivity up to about 40% 

Benchmark Dm=35 GeV



Decoupled-slepton (“classic compressed”) scenarios 
´ In case of decoupled slepton scenarios, signatures are mono-jet like 

´ Lower production cross section, more difficult to distinguish signal from background  

16/1/20Monica D'Onofrio, FCC workshop 10

Assumption on systematics are very relevant!

A negative polarization of the electron beam increases 
the significance by up to 30% 



What if  the m(chargino)~m(neutralino1)? 

16/1/20Monica D'Onofrio, FCC workshop 

´ The decay of chargino is NOT prompt à long-lived particles (LLP)!

11

Simplest models at FCC-he: four-body process and tiny cross section 
•  Charginos (Wino or Higgsino) 

•  Sleptons decaying via 
•  gravitational interaction 
•  R-parity violation�

SUSY 
Searches for disappearing tracks:  LLCP with cτ >~ 10mm [long-lived charged particles] 

LLCPs�
disappearing	track�

disappearing	track	(or	“kink”)�

R-parity	viola?on	or	
	gravita?onal	interac?on	

degenerate	in	mass	

Simplest models at FCC-he 
•  Charginos (Wino or Higgsino) 

•  Sleptons decaying via 
•  gravitational interaction 
•  R-parity violation�

SUSY 
Searches for disappearing tracks:  LLCP with cτ >~ 10mm [long-lived charged particles] 

Cross section enhanced with “co-production” 
•  Chargino (Wino) with selectron 

•  Selectrons with neutralino�

In this case, only the scenario with heavy 
(decoupled) sleptons is considered (most 
conservative) 



Higgsino production in disappearing tracks 
´ https://arxiv.org/abs/1712.07135

16/1/20Monica D'Onofrio, FCC workshop 12

Higgsino cross sections lower than wino ones 

Minimal mass splitting is given by ∆1−loop and larger mass 
splittings are possible when the MSSM M1  is closer to μ, 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1712.07135


Long-lived EWKinos: disappearing tracks 

16/1/20Monica D'Onofrio, FCC workshop 

´ long lived charginos are typically significantly boosted along the proton beam direction, 
which increases their lifetime in the laboratory frame. 

13

3-4 hits only in the inner-most tracker àmissing (disappearing track) 
(or a “kink” if the harder daughter d1 is charged) 



Analysis strategy 

´ heavily relies on backgrounds due to pile-up being 
either absent or controllable. 
´ benchmark value is rmin = 40µm (~ 5 nominal detector 

resolutions); pT threshold for reconstruction of a single 
charged particle is chosen as 100 MeV 

´ Assume 100% efficiency

´ Estimate probability of detecting 1 or 2 LLP

16/1/20Monica D'Onofrio, FCC workshop 
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´ One or two charginos are produced at the PV, which is identified by the triggering jet (A). 

´ A chargino decaying to a single charged particle (B)

´ If the impact parameter with respect to the PV is 

greater than a given rmin we can tag this track as 

originating from an LLP decay 

Backgrounds: 
- Taus: proper lifetime of ∼ 0.1mm and 

beta-decay into the same range of 
final states as the charginos. 

- suppressed considerably with simple 
kinematic cuts as it is central in eta 

- rejection of 10-4(10−5) for 1(2)t 



Results for disappearing track analysis
´ contours of N1+LLP and N2 LLP 

16/1/20Monica D'Onofrio, FCC workshop 15

green region: 2σ sensitivity estimate in the presence of τ backgrounds 
black curves: projected bounds from disappearing track searches for 
HL-LHC (optimistic and pessimistic) and the FCC-hh

Sensitive to very short lifetimes exceeds that 
of hh colliders 



Results for disappearing track analysis
´ Dependence on pT and r_min selections 

16/1/20Monica D'Onofrio, FCC workshop 16

Sensitivity almost unchanged 



Comparisons with other facilities  
´ Thermal Higgsino/Wino dark matter mass 
´ Comparisons computed for the European strategy 

´ FCC-eh not directly competitive with FCC-hh but still reasonable reach

´ In all cases FCC-eh sensitivity to short decay lengths, possibly much less than a single micron, improves 
with respect to what the FCC-hh can accomplish with disappearing track searches 

16/1/20Monica D'Onofrio, FCC workshop 17
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Fig. 8.14: Summary of 2s sensitivity reach to pure Higgsinos and Winos at future colliders.
Current indirect DM detection constraints (which suffer from unknown halo-modelling uncer-
tainties) and projections for future direct DM detection (which suffer from uncertainties on the
Wino-nucleon cross section) are also indicated. The vertical line shows the mass corresponding
to DM thermal relic.

representative examples [482] are chosen.
In both cases, the DM particle is a massive Dirac fermion (c). In the first example,

the mediator is a spin-1 particle (Z0) coupled to an axial-vector current in the Lagrangian as
�Z0

µ(gDM c̄gµg5c +g f Â f f̄ gµg5 f ), where f are SM fermions. This model is particularly inter-
esting for collider searches because the reach of direct DM searches is limited, as the interaction
in the non-relativistic limit is purely spin-dependent. In the second example, the mediator is a
spin-0 particle (f ) with interactions f(gDM c̄c � g f Â f y f f̄ f /

p
2). This model can serve as a

prototype for various extensions of the SM involving enlarged Higgs sectors.
In Fig. 8.15 a compilation of future collider sensitivities to the two Simplified Models

under consideration, with a choice of couplings of (gf = 0.25, gDM = 1.0) for the axial-vector
model and (gf = 1.0, gDM = 1.0) for the scalar model, are shown. The reach of collider experi-
ments to this kind of models is strongly dependent on the choice of couplings. As an example,
the sensitivity of dijet and monojet searches decreases significantly with decreased quark cou-
plings: with 36 fb�1 of LHC data [483] and assuming a DM mass of 300 GeV and gDM = 1.0,
the limits from dijet searches on the axial-vector mediator mass decrease from 2.6 TeV for a
quark coupling of gq = 0.25 to 900 GeV for gq = 0.1, while the monojet limits decrease from
1.6 TeV (gq = 0.25) to 1 TeV (gq = 0.1).

The mono-photon constraints at lepton colliders result from the mediator coupling to
leptons, whereas at hadron colliders only the quark couplings are relevant. As a result, the
two cases cannot be compared like-for-like, although the results illustrate the relevant strengths
for exploring the dark sector in a broad sense. Furthermore, mono-photon constraints apply in
a general EFT context, hence additional complementary coupling-dependent constraints, such
as on four-electron interactions, may be relevant.

Constraints for HL-LHC and HE-LHC are taken from [442, 484]. The FCC-hh monojet
constraints for the axial-vector model are estimated using the collider reach tool, with results
consistent with the analysis performed in [138]. Estimates for FCC-hh, in the case of the scalar
model, are taken from [485]. Estimates for low-energy FCC-hh (LE-FCC) are generated from
the collider reach tool alone. Complementary dijet-resonance constraints for the axial-vector



conclusions

16/1/20Monica D'Onofrio, FCC workshop 

´ Studies on the FCC-eh potential for SUSY EWK particles have been performed

´ As expected, coverage is reduced with respect to hh colliders because of low

production cross section. Nonetheless: 

´ EWK prompt: Rate might be higher in case slepton (selectron) masses are just a bit higher 

than chargino and neutralino masses: sensitivities up to 600 GeV, strong dependence on 

systematic assumptions, as well as beam polarization 

´ EWK LLP: Low background conditions allow sensitivity to short decay lengths, possibly much 

less than a single micron, making disappearing track searches at e-p complementary to 

those at hh collider 

18

[more on the exploitation of LLP at FCC-eh in other 
talks at this workshop, e.g. Oliver Fischer, Sudip Jana]
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SUSY EWK production: Phenomenology 
´ Mass and hierarchy of the four neutralinos and the two charginos, as well as their production cross 

sections and decay modes, depend on the M1, M2, µ (bino, wino, higgsino) values and hierarchy

´ EWK phenomenology broadly driven by the LSP and Next-LSP nature

´ Examples of classifications (cf: arXiV: 1309.5966)   

16/1/20Monica D'Onofrio, FCC workshop 20 FIG. 2: Decay patterns of NLSP’s for all the six cases AI−CII.

branching fractions in Figs. 3−8. The partial width formulae are collected in the Appendix. The

transitional decays among the degenerate Winos or Higgsinos NLSPs (e.g. χ0
2 ↔ χ±

1 ) are almost

always suppressed due to the small mass splitting among the multiplets. Dominant decay modes

for NLSPs are always those directly down to the Bino-like LSP.

For Cases AI and AII with Wino and Higgsino NLSPs, respectively, the two-body decay of

χ±
1 → χ0

1W dominates leading to f f̄ ′χ0
1 of about a 100% branching fraction. Leptonic and

hadronic final states are essentially governed by the W decay branching fractions to the SM

fermions, namely about 67% for χ0
1qq

′, and 11% for χ0
1ℓνℓ for each lepton flavor.

9

Bino LSP 

Wino LSP

Higgsino LSP

• Scenario A:M1 < M2, |µ|

This is the usual canonical scenario, which is strongly motivated by the Bino-like (LSP) dark

matter [6] and by the grand unified theories with gaugino mass unification [21]. There are two

qualitatively different physics cases we would like to explore, namely

Case AI : M2 < |µ|, χ±
1 ,χ

0
2 are Wino− like; χ±

2 ,χ
0
3,4 are Higgino− like; (5)

Case AII : |µ| < M2, χ±
1 ,χ

0
2,3 are Higgino− like; χ±

2 ,χ
0
4 are Wino − like. (6)

For Case AI, the Winos are lighter than Higgsinos, and thus are the next to the LSP (denoted by

NLSPs), while for Case AII, it is the reverse and thus the Higgsino NLSPs. Without losing much

generality, for illustrative purposes in Sections II and III, we vary M2 while fixing |µ| = 1 TeV

for Case AI, and vary µ while fixing M2 = 1 TeV for Case AII, along with tan β = 10. We

will explore the characteristic differences for the observable signals in these two cases. Whenever

appropriate, we will also illustrate the features with different values of tanβ.

In Fig. 1, we present the physical masses of the lower lying neutralinos and charginos. The mass

spectrum, as well as decay branching fractions for neutralinos and charginos are calculated using

SUSY-HIT 1.3 [32]. Figures 1(a) and (b) are for Case AI versus the mass parametersM2 and for

Case AII versus µwithM1 = 100GeV. The LSP, χ0
1, is mostly Bino for both cases with mass close

toM1. The sub-leading mixing component in the LSP is at the order ofO(mZ/µ) for the Higgsino

component, and O(m2
Z/µ

2) for the Wino component. The Higgsino component in Case AII, on

the other hand, is less suppressed in particular at the smaller values of µ, as shown in Fig. 1(b).

For Case AI, χ±
1 and χ0

2 are mostly Winos, with mass aroundM2. The mass splitting between χ0
2

and χ±
1 is very small. In fact, the nearly degeneracy of these states calls for a new convention to

call them NLSPs altogether. The convenience will be seen more clearly later when discussing the

decays. For Case AII, both the light chargino χ±
1 and the second and the third neutralinos χ0

2,3 are

mostly Higgsinos, with mass around |µ|. The mass splittings between those Higgsino-like states

are small for µ larger than about 200 GeV. For small values of µ however, mass splittings as large

as 20−30 GeV could occur, as seen in Fig. 1(b). These differences in masses gets smaller as µ

increases, thus referred to as naturally compressed spectra [33]. In particular, this would lead to

unsuppressed decays of χ0
3 to χ0

2/χ
±
1 in the small µ case. Heavier states, χ

±
2 and χ0

4, become out

of reach.

To a large extent, the electroweakino phenomenology is governed by the NLSP decays. We

depict the NLSP decay patterns for all the six cases in Fig. 2, and their corresponding decay
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enhanced since Br(χ0
2,3 → χ0

1h) : Br(χ
0
2,3 → χ0

1Z) ≈ (sβ ± cβ)2 : (sβ ∓ cβ)2.

Flipping the sign of µ also lead to the reversal of branching fractions into h and Z modes for

large tan β. However, since χ0
2 and χ0

3 are either pair produced at colliders as χ0
2χ

0
3 or they are

produced in associated with χ±
1 with similar cross sections at the LHC, changing the sign of µ has

little impact on the overall cross sections of the observed final states.

For small |µ±M1| ∼ mZ , the mass splittings between the Higgsino multiplets χ0
3 and χ0

2/χ
±
1

could reach 20 − 30 GeV. Although not shown in the figures, there are leading decay modes

between Higgsino states:

χ0
3 → χ±

1 W
∗, χ0

2Z
∗. (8)

Even with the phase space suppression comparing to the decay of χ0
3 directly down to χ0

1, the

branching fractions for χ0
3 → χ±

1 W
∗ could dominate over χ0

3 → χ0
1Z

∗ since the coupling χ0
3χ

±
1 W

is unsuppressed, while χ0
3χ

0
1Z suffers from Bino-Higgsino mixing. It should be noted, however,

that the decay products will be very soft due to the small mass difference, so that it renders the

experimental observation difficult at hadron colliders. At an ILC, however, the clean experimental

environment may allow the observation of those decay modes.

• Scenario B:M2 < M1, |µ|

This is the situation of Wino LSP, as often realized in anomaly mediated SUSY breaking sce-

narios [34]. The lightest states χ0
1 and χ

±
1 are nearly degenerate in mass close toM2. It thus makes

more sense to follow the newly introduced convention to call them all “LSPs”.4 In this scenario,

there are two possible mass relations we will explore

Case BI : M1 < |µ|, χ0
2 Bino− like; χ±

2 , χ
0
3,4 Higgsino− like; (9)

Case BII : |µ| < M1, χ±
2 , χ

0
2,3 Higgsino− like; χ0

4 Bino− like. (10)

In Figs. 1(c) and (d), we present the physical masses of the lower-lying neutralinos and

charginos with M2 = 100 GeV, for Case BI versus the mass parameters M1 while fixing µ = 1

TeV; and for Case BII versus µ while fixing M1 = 1 TeV. Similar to Scenario A, there is almost

no mixing in Wino- and Bino-like states for large µ as in Case AI. The Bino-like χ0
2 is NLSP, and

4 Note that in the usual convention, the neutral Wino χ0
1 is called the LSP and the charged Wino χ±

1
is called the

NLSP.
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For χ±
2 , the dominant decay modes are

χ±
2 → χ0

1W,χ±
1 Z, χ

±
1 h. (13)

Under the limit of |µ±M2| ≫ mZ , the ratios of the partial decay widths is roughly Γχ0
1
W : Γχ±

1 Z :

Γχ±
1 h ≈ 1 : 1 : 1, with small deviation caused by phase space effects. The tan β dependence is

very weak, especially for large µ. For µ = 500 GeV, the branching fractions of χ±
2 toW , Z and h

channels are roughly 35%, 35%, and 30%, respectively.

The decay channels for the second and the third neutralinos5 χ0
2,3 ≈ 1√

2
(H̃0

d ± H̃0
u), with+ sign

for χ0
2 and − sign for χ0

3, are

χ0
2,3 → χ±

1 W
∓,χ0

1Z, χ
0
1h. (14)

Under the limit of |µ ± M2| ≫ mZ , the following simplified relation holds for the partial decay

widths (and decay branching fractions as well) of χ0
2,3:

Γχ+
1
W− = Γχ−

1
W+ ≈ Γχ0

1Z
+ Γχ0

1h
. (15)

For both χ0
2 and χ0

3, decay toW dominates since both χ+
1 W

− and χ−
1 W

+ contribute. χ0
2 is more

likely to decay to Z while χ0
3 is more likely to decay to h for µ > 0.

The tanβ dependence of the branching fractions into Z and h channels is similar to that of

Case BII. Br(χ0
2 → χ0

1Z(h)) varies between 30% − 24% (3% − 9%) for tan β between 3 − 50,

and similarly for χ0
3 decay with the branching fraction for the Z and hmodes switched. Br(χ0

2,3 →

χ±W∓), however, is almost independent of tan β. For µ = 500 GeV, the branching fraction of

χ0
2(χ

0
3) is 67% (68%), 26% (8%), and 7% (24%) for W, Z and h channels, respectively. In the

limit of large tanβ and very heavy Higgsino mass, Br(χ0
2,3 → χ±

1 W
∓) ≈ 4Br(χ0

2,3 → χ0
1h) ≈

4Br(χ0
2,3 → χ0

1Z) ≈ 68%. Flipping the sign of µ has similar effects on the χ0
2,3 decay branching

fractions as in Case AII for the Z and h modes, while affects little of theW mode.

• Scenario C: |µ| < M1, M2

This is the situation of Higgsino LSP [5], with the lightest states χ0
1,2 and χ

±
1 being Higgsino-

like. The two possible mass relations here are

Case CI : M1 < M2, χ0
3 Bino− like; χ±

2 , χ
0
4 Wino− like; (16)

Case CII : M2 < M1, χ±
2 , χ

0
3 Wino − like; χ0

4 Bino− like. (17)

5 Note that the composition of χ0
2,3 in Case BII is opposite to that of χ0

2,3 in Case AII.
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Used as benchmarks:
• Bino LSP, wino-bino cross sections 

(1) Mass(c±
1) = Mass (c0

2) 
(2) c+

1c-1 and c±
1c0

2 processes

• Higgsino-LSP, higgsino-like cross sections
(1) Small mass splitting c0

1 , c±
1,  c0

2
(2) Consider triplets for cross sections
(3) Role of high-multiplicity neutralinos and 

charginos also relevant 

sH(c±
1c0

2 + c+
1c-1 + c±

1c0
1 ) 

< or <<  sW(c±
1c0

2) 
[depending on masses!]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1309.5966.pdf


Input kinematic variables 
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